
The Swedish American Museum in Chicago has been an
educational hub in the Midwest for Swedish history, art and
culture for over 40 years. Besides its many exhibits, the museum
offers both traditional and contemporary Swedish products, toys,
jewelry, books and some of the most classic Swedish food
products. At the Brunk Children’s Museum of Immigration,
children learn through interactive play about the immigration from
Sweden to America and what life was like in the 1800s. The
museum also offers film nights, Swedish classes for both adults
and children, lessons in genealogy, guided tours in Andersonville
and more. Some other highlights of the year are the museum’s
Midsommar and Christmas celebrations where people come from
all over Chicagoland to participate. One of the best times in the
day for a Swede is the “fika break” when you sit down with others
to enjoy a cup of coffee and a sweet treat, no matter how busy life
is at the moment. In the past year, the museum has added pop-up
cafe days as a way to share this culinary experience with its visitors
and local population. Later this year, the museum is opening a
permanent Swedish cafe and it’s in support of this expansion that
SWEA has given a grant to the museum for purchase of a new
oven.

SWEDISH AMERICAN MUSEUM
Oven for New Cafe
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Swedish contributions to the world are not only in technology,
music and home decoration. As a cinematic country, Sweden has
proven to be a contender internationally. Frederic Brusi, a PhD
student from Stockholm University who currently teaches Swedish
as part of an exchange program with the University of Illinois, will
be showing six Swedish movies in the spring of 2020. The movies
are selected from the critics lists from Svenska Filminstitutet based
on their international recognition. For one of the film showings, a
keynote lecturer - a director, a Swedish expert from the Film
Institute or a researcher from a Swedish university has been
invited to give the project deeper value and pave the way for
interesting discussions. SWEA believes that this film club will not
only benefit the Swedish language learners at the university but
also its film students and anyone in the community interested in
learning more about Sweden.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS -  
Film Club - "Film, Fika och Föredrag"
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BHHA’s main purpose is to preserve the rich history of Bishop Hill's
Swedish Colonists and the town they built in the 1800s, located in
Henry County, Illinois. This organization operates two museums
and owns five other historic buildings and is a place for
genealogical and scholarly research. By sponsoring or co-
sponsoring a variety of programs, events and restoration work
throughout the year, BHHA preserves Bishop Hill’s historic past
and educates the public about its rural and Swedish roots. The
association offers workshops on Swedish topics on a regular basis
and in the fall 2020 there will be a one-day workshop in which
participants will hand-paint a small wooden Dala horse with a
traditional Swedish pattern. The instructor is a local artist with an
educational background in folk art. SWEA’s grant enables BHHA to
offer this class at a reduced price to students while carrying on this
art form of painting the Dala horse which is perhaps the icon that
best symbolizes Sweden abroad.

BISHOP HILL HERITAGE ASSOC. (BHHA)
Dala Horse Painting Workshop
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